UW and Fulbright Canada sign MOU for Canada Fulbright Research Chair in Arctic Studies

The new five-year agreement supports the current Visiting Research Chair, Dr. Andrew Chater.  

Canada-affiliated faculty visits Université Laval in Québec City

Professor Fritz Wagner, Department of Urban Design and Planning, talked to students at Université Laval about urban planning for disaster resilience.

Rule of law in Canada for Indigenous Peoples post-Tsilhqot'in

Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS)
Fellow Boo Dodson shares details of his research into Canadian constitutional law as it applies to First Nations.  MORE

Students contribute to Pacific Northwest Canadian Studies Consortium meeting
The theme was “Teaching Canada, Learning Canada.” Several students from the Canadian Studies Center took part.  MORE

Meet our newest Arctic Studies minor student
Thomas Herrmann joins the Arctic Studies community. Read more about his studies and interest in the Arctic!  MORE

New Corbett Scholar Blog is live!
Follow along as our 2018--2019 Corbett Scholars share their cross-border experiences, and reflect on what they have learned about both their home and host countries.  MORE

ACTIVITIES

Center represented at statewide conference for social studies teachers
UW College of Education doctoral student Paulette Thompson led a workshop exploring comparisons between civil rights activists in Canada and the U.S.  MORE
Bridging the gap between Arctic Indigenous communities and Arctic policy

The latest issue of *Arctic and International Relations* explores the culture, economies and current political involvements of the Aleut -- a Pacific Northwest Maritime people.  
[More](#)

Inuit throat singer and author Tanya Tagaq brings her art to UW

Tanya Tagaq read from her new book, *Split Tooth*. Get a taste of her artistry from this profile, written by UW ethnomusicology graduate Devon Léger.  
[More](#)

OPPORTUNITIES

**Undergraduate students:**
- [Vancouver Summer Program](#) - due March 29, 2019

**Faculty and emerging scholars:**
- [Indigenous Initiatives Fellow, Arctic Funders Collaborative](#) - due March 27, 2019
- [Canada-U.S. Fulbright Program](#) - applications open for multiple positions

**Calls for papers:**
- [American Anthropological Association/Canadian Anthropology Society Annual Meeting](#) - "Changing Climates: Struggle, Collaboration, and Justice" - due April 5, 2019
- [Association for Canadian Studies in the United States - North and Arctic Studies section](#) - due April 15, 2019
- [Association for Canadian Studies in the United States - All sections](#) - due April 15, 2019
- [International Journal of Canadian Studies - New Generation section, for early career scholars](#) - due May 31, 2019
- Accepting submissions: [American Review of Canadian Studies](#)

[ALL OPPORTUNITIES](#)
The Canadian Studies Center is a Title VI federally-funded National Resource Center with the Center for Canadian-American Studies at Western Washington University and aims to enhance and strengthen a better understanding of the Canada and the Canada-U.S. relationship through research, teaching and public programming.